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slender-snouted besanosaurus was an 8 m long marine snapper
Except for a few smaller-scale — yet still important — volunteer cleanup events on beaches, in parks and in
communities, much of Earth Day 2021 is again online, with remote meet-ups that attempt to

climate change and marine and
Sudden marine heatwaves can devastate ecosystems, and scientists are scrambling to predict when they will
strike.

climate action offers a better life at lower cost!
Climate change and biodiversity loss are Concerned with the effect on the marine environment, BMW has
supported a moratorium on seafloor mining, while DeepGreen says that the demand for metals

fevers are plaguing the oceans — and climate change is making them worse
In a new report, the Marine Conservation Society (MCS) and Rewilding Britain highlight that Britain's coastal
waters store more carbon than UK forests.

we need to acknowledge that our climate and conservation goals are not always aligned
First-of-its-kind consortium focused on the critical role of oceans in combating climate change Consortium to
advance knowledge and develop new solutions at the intersection of oceans and climate

rewilding our oceans will be 'as important as reforestation' in achieving net-zero emissions by 2050,
marine conservation campaigners claim
The Marine Conservation Society (MCS) and Rewilding Britain are calling on the government to focus on
rewilding our oceans as the UK battles to meet its goal of net zero carbon emissions by 2050.

woods hole oceanographic institution and analog devices launch ocean and climate innovation
accelerator
A new investigation from WLRN looks at how senior care facilities are at great risk of hurricanes and rising seas.
Vaccine hesitancy in South Florida. Plus, new technology to track what different

campaigners call for ocean rewilding to fight climate crisis
Reducing net greenhouse gas emissions to zero as soon as possible and achieving "carbon neutrality" is the key to
addressing global warming and climate change. The ocean is the largest active carbon

the effect of climate change on seniors, vaccine hesitancy's effect on herd immunity, and stingrays
snacking
In the third part of our series exploring the idea of a nationwide ‘climate force’, Louise Boyle looks at America’s
oldest and largest corps in California, with its Seventies’ roots as ‘a combination

aluminum may affect climate change by increasing ocean's carbon sink capacity
More than 200 million tonnes of carbon are stored in the UK's coastal waters, 50 million more than is held in all of
its forests.

‘hard work, low pay, miserable conditions and more!’ california’s conservation corps on the frontlines
of wildfires and landslides
Inspired or confused by the Netflix documentary Seaspiracy? Find out what savvy swaps and labels to look out for
on your favourite seafood

climate change: rewilding uk's seas is 'as urgent as restoring forests' in reducing emissions,
campaigners say
The key to tackle climate change and global warming is decreasing net greenhouse gas emissions to zero as
quickly as possible and achieving “carbon neutrality.”

the most sustainable fish to eat right now, and how to cook it
Alcatel Submarine Networks has announced the creation of a new alliance to develop and partner on innovative
technologies dedicated to subsea environmental protection… the Telecoms industry is

adding aluminum to seawater increases net carbon fixation of marine diatoms
Hurricanes caused catastrophic damage to East Coast military bases in 2018. Now, as it starts to rebuild, the
Pentagon wants to make bases less vulnerable to future storms.

asn and partners focus on subsea environmental protection
Trying to reverse climate change is possibly the biggest challenge humanity has ever faced. Luckily, there are
some amazing minds around the planet working on the problem from every angle, and you may

after billions of dollars in damage, the military is trying to protect bases from climate change
Just a couple of decades ago, the notion of a major company investing in nature might have seemed absurd –
today it is mission critical to the future of the economy

six extraordinary ways people are fighting climate change
Hawaii is being hit with extreme rain that officials say threaten the state's famed coral reefs. Rain is pushing
sediment onto reefs and blocking the underwater animals from getting sunlight.

net zero nature: can business and nature join forces in the climate fight?
The Florida governor has made the environment a priority, dedicating millions to water quality and coastal
infrastructure. But critics say he ignores the biggest threat: carbon emissions.
ron desantis pushes coastal 'resilience' while doing little to tackle climate change
Bermuda is committed to increasing our protection of fragile ecosystem, reducing our carbon footprint and
mitigating the impact of climate change,” the Government said today. A Government spokesperson

hawaii's famed coral reefs that protect islands from floods could be destroyed by 'extreme' heavy rains
scientists blame on climate change
The National Trust for Scotland has called for the country's marine protected area network to be extended to help
preserve sea life.

‘mitigating the impact of climate change’
Watershed cleanups are popular ways of dealing with local plastic pollution, but once large plastic trash
disintegrates into microplastics, they're nearly impossible to pick up.

national trust for scotland calls for new marine safeguards and expansion of protected areas
APPLICATION FOR Isaac Cordal art installation for Estuary 2021 festival. Notice is hereby given that Michaela
Freeman: Metal Culture ltd, Chalkwell Hall, Chalkwell Park, Chalkwell Ave, Southend-on-Sea

plastic debris is getting into the great lakes, our drinking water, and our food
Climate change is rarely factored into management decisions for fisheries in Atlantic Canada and the eastern
Arctic, according to a report released Wednesday from a national marine conservation group.

marine and coastal access act 2009
Monday was the 35th anniversary of the Chernobyl disaster, the night when technicians let safety tests get out of
hand, leading to the world’s worst nuclear disaster.

report finds climate change rarely part of atlantic canada's fisheries management
A team of ecologists has published a review that quantifies seasonal changes and elevational movements of more
than 2,000 species of plants, animals and fungi that live in the Alps. This review shows

35 years after chernobyl disaster, nuclear power industry is struggling and is not part of climate
change solution – dr richard dixon
An observationally calibrated ice sheet–shelf model suggests that global warming of 3 °C will trigger rapid
Antarctic ice loss, contributing about 0.5 cm per year of sea-level rise by 2100.

in the alps, climate change affects biodiversity
A University of Plymouth academic has published a new book highlighting the grave challenges facing global
biodiversity and the actions which need to

the paris climate agreement and future sea-level rise from antarctica
This is Qatar's first offshore fish farm.It uses floating cages technology to produce 2,000 tonnes of fish
annually.But its owners are hoping to double that number by expanding the project - in order

new book explores causes and consequences of our biodiversity crisis
PROTECTING Britain's seas will help in the fight against climate change, experts claimed yesterday. They called
for 30 percent of Britain's seas to be legally protected and re-wilded by 2030.

climate change threatens qatar's fish farming
The scheme on a field by the River Tamar will effectively turn back the clock nearly 200 years, the National Trust
said.

investing in greener britain could create 16,000 jobs and help to save the earth
CNW/ - The Government of Canada is committed to developing clean technologies that drive our economy and
create jobs as

farmland handed back to river to create wildlife-rich wetland and curb flooding
Valeport has achieved the internationally recognised Made In Britain accreditation for its range of innovative
marine solutions that are developed, designed and manufactured at its UK

canada supports international standards for marine renewable energy
Not every foodstuff is so lucky, and though it’s hard to know definitively what effects climate change will have,
there are several eminent edibles facing uncertain futures. The big kahuna of

marine tech firm achieves made in britain status
The sex of turtle hatchlings is determined by the temperature at which the eggs incubate, and as global
temperatures rise, vastly more females than males are hatching

five foods that could disappear forever thanks to climate change
Virgin Media is marking Earth Day (April 22) – which puts the spotlight on the issues facing the planet and the
actions we can all take.

turtle populations in danger as hatchlings are nearly all female due to climate change
Qatar plans to expand fish farming to meet growing demand for fresh fish in local markets and maintain stocks in
offshore Gulf waters in the face of devastating climate change. Although fish in the

meaningful connections plan: how we’re tackling climate change this earth day
UC Santa Barbara expands its leadership on coastal issues with revival of Ocean & Coastal Policy Center within
the Marine Science Institute By

qatar expands fish farming as climate change affects sea stocks
I’m sat in my London flat, as is often the case these days. The warm glow comes from a “sunset lamp”, which if
you Google, you’ll see has become something of a coronavirus/lockdown phenomenon – almost

uc santa barbara expands its leadership on coastal issues with revival of ocean & coastal policy center
within marine science
Spending boost is part of a strategy to build healthier oceans, support marine parks and combat climate change,
Prime Minister says.

customised vitamins and making models from ocean plastic
The red list of species at risk is well-known, but the list for protected sites is quietly helping to ‘paint the planet
green’

another $100-million to manage ocean and coastal habitats
Besanosaurus leptorhynchus was originally discovered near Besano (Italy) three decades ago, during systematic
excavations led by the Natural History Museum of Milan. The PeerJ article re-examines its
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